The twenty papers in this collection aim to create a comprehensive image of the physician and courtier Francesco Redi (1626--1698). The book is divided into four overlapping sections: Redi\'s laboratory work as it appears in his notebooks; his relationship with the science of his time; Redi viewed through the social context of the Medicis\' Tuscany; and a final section that covers iconography, archival research and his literary works. The authors have gone to the fountain-head and analysed his laboratory notebooks---hundreds remain---and show that Redi worked in various experimental traditions. As well as the well-known experiments on insects and vipers, there are other reports in the notebooks of work on many species including marine creatures. In addition there are accounts of experiments in physics, as shown in Maria Conforti\'s paper on "glass drops" and in Ferdinando Abbri\'s on chemical substances. And behind the experiment one always finds theoretical issues, from atomism to anti-spontaneism.

The papers of Antonella Bonciani, Stefano Casciù, and Walter Bernardi demonstrate how, while to all appearances a radical empiricist who drew on many sources for his books, including iconographic sources, Redi wanted to carry out empirical work on a large scale and used his social and courtier\'s skill to this end. He was an entrepreneur with multiple interests who had leadership qualities, above all organizational abilities. To bring together the hunter and the scholar, the barber and the poet, in a shared experimental enterprise presupposes management skills that are not necessarily attributes of the courtier. He looked for new talent, including artists whom he set to work with microscopes, as Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi describes. His efforts to establish a school were fruitful, and many disciples and scholars joined his circle. In cases of scientific disagreement they performed experiments under the supervision of Redi and Malpighi bringing new facts to light, for instance in the generation dispute. Thus if there are good and bad patrons, Redi probably belonged to the former. Sometimes not claiming authorship for his writings, he would write important parts of a book which later appeared under a disciple\'s name, as is revealed by Luigi Guerrini\'s paper on the causes of the shock produced by the torpedo signed by Stefano Lorenzini. Another of his roles was that of arbitrator, which, as Susana Gómez López recounts, enabled him to unify the Galilean scholars in a shared endeavour.

For Redi what was at issue was the authority of the Ancients, which several papers discuss. This controversy is clearly illustrated by the debate between Redi and the Jesuit Filippo Buonanni over the spontaneous generation of molluscs and fungi studied in Michela Fazzari\'s paper, Redi\'s ambiguous relationship with the old tradition of natural history, analysed by Alessandro Ottaviani, and the linguistic choice he made when collaborating in the *Crusca* Lexicon. Alberto Nocentini describes how, unlike his colleagues at the Crusca Academy, he ordered his lexical entries according to the spoken, not the written language. In addition, Oreste Trabucco shows how Redi\'s rejection of the authority of Ancients was evident in the way he used anatomy as a weapon against the Aristotelians.

Redi was also a physician, and the papers by Carla Doni and Domenico Bertoloni Meli discuss respectively his practice at the bedside and his relationship with Malpighi on anatomical research. Michelle Rak studies Redi the writer, who was so much the product of the baroque period. In addition, the book contains an archival survey of Redi\'s library by Lorella Mangani, a study of the thousands of Redi\'s manuscripts untouched in Florentine archives by Piero Scapecchi, and a comprehensive bibliography.

Despite what Bernardi calls the failure of Redi\'s attempt at "big science", his scholarly endeavour was carried on by others in France and in the rest of Europe during the Enlightenment. The book shows well how Redi reconciled the life of a courtier, and the patronage he wielded, with a great number of experimental enterprises in which there was active freedom of research. This new and complex image allows historians to go beyond the easy-to-sell icon of Redi the courtier that stems from Paula Findlen\'s works. Rebelling against authority, dogmatism and scholasticism, Redi actively contributed to shaping new forms of knowledge.
